
The average adult should get at least four or more servings 

of vegetables each day. 

How to Eat 
More  Veggies

One serving could be: 

Why you aren't getting enough: 

½ cup 

raw or cooked veg

1 cup 

raw green leafy vegetables.

Vegetables are debatably one of the healthiest things we can include in our 

diet. Vegetables are any defined as any part of the plant which can be 

consumed by humans. They are rich and in minerals, vitamins, fibre, 

antioxidants and phytonutrients. They provide water, are low in calories 

and can help with weight management, lower your risk of chronic health 

conditions. 
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You don't "like" them/they are boring

"They take too long to make"

"I take supplements therefore I don't need vegetables"

"I like veggies but forget to make them"

"They go bad before I can eat them"

"I feel bloated and gassy when I eat vegetables"
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1 You don't "like" them/ 
vegetables are boring

 Food's purpose is not just about immediate gratification, rather it's the fuel 

for our bodies. Eating vegetables are good for our health. 

The most likely reason for an adult to 

get 4 servings of veg each day will 

not be because of taste preference.  

It will be because the individual has 

set the intention to fuel their body 

well and successfully designed 

habits which fit into their lifestyle.

Repeat exposure. Just like picky kids, we need to try things again and 

again until we become familiar with the taste.

Prepare veg in different ways, bake broil, sauté, steam, mash or eat raw 

(consider how many ways we prepare the potato).  

Don't let veg be an afterthought! Make your own dressing, spice mix  and 

put some effort into adding flavour otherwise they will be boring.

"They take too long to make"2
Often times it is not truly the time it takes to cook vegetables but rather a lack 

of planning.

Plan at least 3 vegetable dishes per week for dinner, and 

make a double batch for leftovers. For example:

Roasted carrots with cumin

spinach salad with apples and toasted almonds,

grilled asparagus and corn 

Keep it simple, buy boxed pre-washed leafy greens paired with a 

homemade dressing, or keeping a stash of frozen veggies to throw in 

your stir fry is an easy simple way to boost your veg intake in no time.



3 "I take supplements therefore 
I don't need vegetables"

Supplementation can be necessary for some to complete their nutritional 

intake however supplementation does not undo a bad diet.

Vegetable provide more than just 

vitamins and minerals. They 

provide anthocyanins,, 

polyphenols, insoluble, soluble and 

prebiotic fibres and water. 

When we consume enough veg 

each day, we are not only 

gaining the benefits of eating 

more veg but we are also benefit 

from potentially eating less of 

something else less nutritious in 

it's  place. 

"I forget to eat them"4
Eating more vegetables can be easy if you set up your environment to do it all 

for you!

Use mindless eating to your advantage by having veggies within your visual 

field!

Appetizer tray of raw veg to nibble on.

The more colour the better! When presented 

with variety we tend to eat more (jelly beans or 

vegetables).

Use clear containers to hold your raw veg in the 

fridge so when you open the fridge for a snack 

you are constantly reminded to grab more 

veggies. 

More tips: 
When is most convenient time of day to sneak in veggies? 

Set a reminder on your phone to have veggies as a snack.

Mix shredded zucchini and carrots to favourite recipes

Add cooked mushrooms to your burgers

Make more salad meals



"They go bad 
before I can eat them"

1

"Vegetables make 
me bloated"

For successful change in habit, specific steps must be planned to 

avoid obstacles. “Eat more vegetables” is vague, how much is 

“more” and what “vegetables”? 

Some vegetables may cause more bloating and gas then others, 

if you chose ones which don't bother you, and if you prepare 

them appropriately this problem is solved.  
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If we don't have a plan for what we buy, chances are they go bad before 

we use them. We should have a plan for everything we put into our 

shopping cart. What vegetables are you cooking for which meals this 

week?  

When we aim to eat more 

vegetables, a natural next step 

is to buy vegetables and have 

them at home right?

Some vegetables are more 

gaseous than others. These 

include: broccoli, cauliflower, 

brussel sprouts, cabbages, 

garlic, and onions.

Instead try these veggies 

instead! 

dark leafy greens, carrots, 

cucomber, eggplant, parsnips, 

peppers, tomatoes or zucchini!

Try more cooked veggies and less raw 

veggies. 

Increase your intake gradually 

Try going for a walk after your meal to aid 

with digestion

Buying more veg does not necessarily mean we are eating more veg.  

Well yes but ...


